Multipurpose thermovision system based upon the infrared CCD matrix with Shottky barrier has been build. Echnical parameters and software details (automatical contrasting, dynamic averaging) are considered.
Another approach is proposed to improve a visual representation without changing of data, namely "adaptive color palette". The original algorithm minimizes a root-meansquare error of representation at the expense of dynamic non-uniform change of color levels depending on histogram of intensity. This adaptive color palette is optional applied with pseudo-colorization and may dramatically enhance the contrast. The same algorithm is used for automatic thresholding of "object on the background".
Software tools includes measurement of temperature in any points, temperature profiles, histogram and statistical data on chosen area etc. These tools may be applied with realtime monitoring as well as with still snapshots. Time-dependence results of measurement may be plotted.
Image processing
The goal of our software development is to let real-time video processing. In common, the software works with live video in the same manner as with still images. All the filters, measurement tools and palette applied to video stream on the fly, so we can see, for example, variation of the temperature profile over the surface while object is heated or cooled. Video could be recorded on the disk and played later. Recorded movie could be played and used exactly as live video.
"Non-invasive processing" paradigm is the other distinctive feature. It means that we tend to keep the source images ("rough data") unchanged and apply filters and http://dx.doi.org/10.21611/qirt.2000.054
algorithmes on the fly when playing images or video. The only exclusion is the "matrix correction" procedure which is applied in the video-in driver at the very first step of image acquisition.
Saving on a disk image or video, we write the "rough ", source data. Applied filters, tools and palette are saved separately from data in the same file. So the image could be restored in its original form anytime as well as opened in the latter visual form.
Matrix correction.
Matrix correction is a kind of calibration that is used to compensate ununiformity of the CCD matrix or to exclude defective elements from the image. We use two-points linear correction based on the labs testing of the camera. The individual correction coefficients calculated for every elements of the matrix. If there are elements which correction coefficients are out of bounds, they should be excluded from the image and replaced by interpolated values. The ununiformity profile of the matrix is very stable and it is not necessary to repeat calibration procedure. In common such a correction applied immediately in the driver at the very first step of capturing. User can disable correction or apply another calibration however -the calibration procedure is very simple. One useful application is to subtract background or exclude other kind of ununiformity, e.g. illumination or filter transparency variation.
Adaptive palette.
Visual enhancement of the image can be achieved with pseudo-color or contrasting colorisation. Contrast palette is applied on the fly when image sent to the screen. Modern computer has powerful facilities for that. In common, colorisation palette can be described as transform from the data (pixel) space to some color space:
where X -available data values set (e.g. (0, 4096) for the 12-bit digitizer), R -color space (8-bit grayscale, RGB, HSV etc), P -"palette", optimal in some meaning nonlinear (in common) operator. If operator P depends on the global characteristic of the image (e.g. on the luminance histogram), we call such a palette "adaptive".
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There are a lot of optimisation criterion and corresponding algorithms in the literature.
Let us get as a basic the classic problem of the optimal quantization [1] , which is based on the intuitive understanding of the optimal criterion. Divide the diapason X by the L intervals and replace values in the k interval by the some value z k . Define square-root error estimation as:
The optimal quantization problem is then reformulated as the minimization of the objective function E. Zeroing the derivatives with respect to q k and z k we obtain:
The equations can be solved by simple iteration algorithm, because, in fact, it is a recursive formula to calculate q k and z k .
Note that in the case L=2 equations (2) describe widely used binarization algorithm [2, 3, 4] . This binarization method sometimes called LSTSM -Least Square Threshold Selection Method.
However, as shown in [5] , even in case of binarization (L=2) objective function (1) can be multimodal and have many local minimumes. Surely in most cases there's no single minimum when L>2.
In order to achieve absolute minimum of (1) Such a half-empirical algorithm has been proved as very fast and effective in visual enhancement. Note that it is a completely automatical and therefore can be used in the "one push button" technology (user gets the visual enhancement by one push of the button). Fig. 1,2,3 illustrated applying grayscale and pseudocolor adaptive palette to IR image.
Dynamic averaging.
Frame averaging is widely used method to increase signal to noise relation (SNR). When summarized N frames signal amplitude growth as N and gaussian noise as N . More than, averaging can effectively increase dynamic width of the signal (number of the significant bits) if summarized with extra bits to avoid overfloating or loosing the least significant bits.
While it works fine with stationary scene, the moving objects are blurred. In fact the frame averaging can be expressed as FIR (finite impulse responce) filter which degradates the time-scale resolution. More than, smooth windowing with aperture W and applied FIR filter requires to store W frames and, therefore, is a very resource-hungry procedure. Anyway in order to increase SNR in 5 times we have to average 25 frames (W=25) and therefore we'll get about 1 frame per second (fps). It is almost impractical for dynamic images, moving scene or live video.
The simple but effective decision is to use IIR (infinite impulse responce), or recursive filter with coefficients varyed depending on the local variability of the image. Local 1 st order IIR filter can be written as
where p -averaged pixel value at the time t and t-1 corresponding, q -original (captured) pixel value. Such a filter is local because pixel value completely defined by the history of the same pixel.
Another advantage of the IIR filter is that it is enough to store only 2 frames in order to get filter with any aperture.
The simple idea is to vary coefficient  depending on the variation speed at the same points, or, better, at the some neighbourhood of this point:
where G is the Gaussian-like kernel providing stability of the IIR filter.
Obviously the filter becomes non-linear (with respect to time) but still can be considered as local (with respect to coordinates) even with  depending on the pixel's neighbourhood. We call such a filtering "dynamic averaging" due to the fact that it is a general method of averaging suitable for non-stationary scene. Functional  should be empirically selected (we used polynomial representation). With appropriated parameters of (4) reasonable balance between SNR increasing and blurring can be achieved. Visual enchancement will be even better because we get low noise level at the stationary regions whereas higher noise at the rapidly changed scene is not so noticeable.
This method has been used with IR as well as with other kind of technical videos and reasonable results has been achieved even with SNR < 0.1
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